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Laurent JEN (aka DuGris) has developed couple of years ago six very nice modules for
XOOPS 2.6.0

I've started updating them to reflect the changes done to XOOPS 2.6.0 Core since then, and
they are now on  GitHub in the XOOPS 2.6.0+ Modules section.

Clearly, the update is still work in progress and some of the modules don't work yet properly due
to the changes in Core, but hopefully soon they will become more stable. Of course, as always,
you can fork them and help us with the development! 

Demo DuGris' Demo Website:

Download/Fork: XOOPS 2.6.0+ Modules on GitHub:
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XOOPS 2.6.0

Please note that the next version of XOOPS is being actively developed on GitHub, and you're
encouraged to fork it, test it, and contribute back! 

https://github.com/XoopsModules26x
https://github.com/XoopsModules26x
http://dugris.xoofoo.org/
https://github.com/XoopsModules26x
https://github.com/XoopsModules26x/xoocontact
https://github.com/XoopsModules26x/xooghost
https://github.com/XoopsModules26x/xoopartners
https://github.com/XoopsModules26x/xoositemap
https://github.com/XoopsModules26x/xoosocialnetwork
https://github.com/XoopsModules26x/xootags
https://github.com/XOOPS/XoopsCore
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